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1. INTRODUCTION
Target project timeline
• January 20 – Special Committee of the Whole

• Jan-Feb – Staff prepares specific recommended by-laws based on Committee feedback
• February – Statutory notice of proposed amendments to Council and public
• April 14 – Statutory Public Meeting
• May 25 – Recommendation report to Committee of the Whole

• July 20 – Expiry of Interim Control By-law
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1. INTRODUCTION
Executive summary
• Proposing to amend the Official Plan to revise Residential Areas and Compatibility policies

• Proposing to amend the zoning by-law to:
• Make height and coverage more closely reflect existing neighbourhoods
• Change how we measure height based on types of roofs
• Increase flexibility in interior layout of homes
• Make it easier to understand rules related to front yards and driveways
• Recognize that arterial roads and the primary collectors Eagle Street, Gorham Street,
and Prospect Street have a mix of uses
• Make other required changes during the process of revising residential policies
(supportive housing, ADUs, consolidating by-laws)
• Not final decision point nor final recommendation
• Staff will take direction, draft recommendations, provide public notice, schedule public
meeting, and report back for future Council decision
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2. PLANNING 101
Planning Tools
• Development occurs through planning applications and by right development
• Official Plan – Guides planning applications
• Planning applications request permission that differs from zoning (e.g. 400
Park Avenue, 260 Eagle Street, minor variances).
• Directs where applications should be approved or refused
• Shapes applications through review to protect what is most important
• Statements of intent and design objectives
• Zoning By-law – Regulates land in its use and built form by right
• By right development conforms to zoning - is conducted through building
permits to change houses (e.g. additions, second storeys, renovations).
• Is clear and unambiguous
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3. DECEMBER 2nd RECAP
Project history
•
•
•
•

History of Town zoning efforts on compatible development
Process of Established Neighbourhoods Study
Consultation and engagement
Neighbourhood classifications
• Organic Growth Neighbourhood
• Traditional Suburban Neigbourhood
• Contemporary Suburban
Neigbourhood

Project outcome
• Official Plan amendment
• Updated policies for residential areas
• Guide future development, where permitted
• Zoning by-law amendment
• Character Area-specific standards
• Responds to context
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3. DECEMBER 2nd RECAP
Key challenges
• Outdated land use designations
• Restrictions on higher-density housing
forms
• No defined distinction between
neighbourhood character
• Inconsistency between zoning
permissions and existing built form
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3. DECEMBER 2nd RECAP
Key challenges
•
•
•
•
•

Changing demographic trends
Housing affordability
Declining neighbourhood populations
Over-housing / Under-housing
Need for a comprehensive policy solution
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3. DECEMBER 2nd RECAP
Single-detached house
8%

Questions
• Types of single detached dwellings
• Data availability
• Ensuring diversity of building types

Apartment in a building that
has five or more storeys

7%

Semi-detached house

12%

Row house

60%

8%
5%

Apartment or flat in a
duplex
Apartment in a building that
has fewer than five storeys
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
Your feedback
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
Key takeaways and broad patterns :
• Recognition of changing housing needs for a range of demographic groups and family structures (i.e.
families, seniors, etc.)
• General consensus on the importance of preserving character of existing neighbourhoods, with
some flexibility for different styles (i.e. roofs) and allowances for context-specific variation
• Desire to protect public realm features (i.e. tree canopy, landscaping, driveways, curb-cuts, etc.) to
the same or greater extent as built form characteristics – reflective of feedback from public
consultation
• Emphasis on how buildings are perceived from the street – general desire to ensure conformity for
building height, entrance location and orientation, setbacks, and soft landscaping to avoid “out of
place” visual impacts
• Weaker preference for stringent controls on ‘hidden’ elements such as building depth, floor area or
floor space index
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4. COUNCIL SURVEY
Key takeaways and broad patterns :
• Interestingly, “variety of styles”, “mixed built form”, “eclectic mix of type of styles” identified as
distinctive element worthy of preservation
• General support for an increased diversity of building types and housing options in neighbourhoods,
including small multi-unit developments – however, mixed tolerance for larger building footprints as
a result of conversions from single-family homes
• Consensus around the need to increase housing choice and affordability for residents – look to
successful precedents and consider broader context of growth
• Need for a flexible and balanced approach to guide change and development – balance competing
and complex interests around preservation, renewal, heritage, affordability, homeowner rights, and
well-being
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Official Plan Structure
Introduce a new layer of Official Plan
policy which provides direction for new
development within individual Residential
Character Areas and:
• defines the boundaries of each
Residential Character Area
• provides a neighbourhood character
statement, list of predominant built form
conditions and predominant public realm
conditions;

Town of Newmarket Official Plan
Municipal
Land Use
Category
corresponds
with updated
Schedule
A - Land Use
Designations

Residential Areas
•Still predominantly single-detached or semidetached dwellings with permissions for other
forms of low-rise housing
•Recognizes that compatible developmentin
existing Residential Areas can add physical and
intrinsic value to communities

Traditional
Contemporary
Organic
Residential
Suburban
Suburban
Character Neighbourhood
Newmarket’s
Neighbourhood Neighbourhood
Areas
oldest
Newmarket’s

corresponds
neighbourhooods,
with new
includes historic
Schedule core
Residential
Character Areas

earlier
subdivisions

Newmarket’s
more recent
subdivisions
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Official Plan Structure
Introduce a new layer of Official Plan
policy which provides direction for new
development within individual Residential
Character Areas and:
• recognize that new development will
occur, and provides greater guidance on
where it may be appropriate and what is
important to ensure when it does occur
• directs that while development will
differ from the existing built form, it
should respect these physical conditions
while responding to unique site
conditions and demonstrating
neighbourhood compatibility.

Town of Newmarket Official Plan
Municipal
Land Use
Category
corresponds
with updated
Schedule
A - Land Use
Designations

Residential Areas
•Still predominantly single-detached or semidetached dwellings with permissions for other
forms of low-rise housing
•Recognizes that compatible developmentin
existing Residential Areas can add physical and
intrinsic value to communities

Traditional
Contemporary
Organic
Residential
Suburban
Suburban
Character Neighbourhood
Newmarket’s
Neighbourhood Neighbourhood
Areas
oldest
Newmarket’s

corresponds
neighbourhooods,
with new
includes historic
Schedule core
Residential
Character Areas

earlier
subdivisions

Newmarket’s
more recent
subdivisions
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
•
•

Consolidate stable and emerging Residential Areas
Establish an overlay for each Character Area identifying predominant
characteristics for development to respect
Identify a hierarchy that maintains built forms similar to the existing
dwellings on local streets, while allowing gradual increases in density
along higher-order roads

•

•

•

•

•

Update OP and zoning policies related to supportive housing to
conform to tribunal and judicial decisions (i.e. remove separation
distances)
Update OP policies related to ADUs to conform to Planning Act, leave
specific zoning by-law regulations for future project
Update permissions related to small-scale commercial uses and
diversity of residential uses on collector roads

Add new policies related to Character Areas and how development
should incorporate elements of prevailing built form and provide
appropriate transitions
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Character Areas
Potential Official Plan Amendments
• Recognize predominant built form for each area in policy
• Acknowledge the mix of uses that occurs in residential areas,
principally along collector roads (e.g. small-scale commercial on
Prospect Street and Eagle Street)
• Set policy foundation for compatibility of change on major roads
while continuing to direct intensification away from interior
residential areas
• Ensure that any future Planning Act applications will respect
prevailing built form and adhere to compatibility policies
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Principles
•

Increase diversity of housing options

•

Allow flexibility and change

•

Allow diversity of styles

•

Allow renewal and redevelopment

•

Ensure similarity in built form massing

•

Focus on how a building is perceived from the street

•

Keep it understandable

•

Work with established tools
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Character Areas
• Contemporary Suburban Neighbourhoods
• No changes intended due to being recently-constructed neighbourhoods
• Buildings largely represent maximum permitted building sizes

• Traditional Suburban neighbourhoods
• Revise regulations on lot coverage to better match prevailing built form

• Organic Growth neighbourhoods
• Revise regulations on height and roof types to better match prevailing built form

• Overall changes
• Revise regulations on lot coverage to better match prevailing built form
• Address supportive housing policies
• Clarify height, storey, and grade
• Clarify front yard soft landscaping requirements
• Increase side-yard setbacks for larger lots

• Clarify roof pitch definitions
• Clarify definitions of common features
• Recognize and permit diversity of uses on arterial and primary collector roads

• Ensure consistency by consolidating zoning by-laws
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Revise regulations on lot coverage to
better match prevailing built form
• Single coverage permission (35%) for most
lots outside of oldest parts of Wards 2 and 5
• Very different existing coverage across some
of these areas
• Map show lot coverage
• Adjacent areas with same rules, very
different existing built form
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
•Revise regulations on lot coverage to better match
prevailing built form
• Existing 16% coverage

• Permitted 25% coverage

• Permitted 35% coverage
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Clarify height, storey, and grade
• Fundamental existing control on house height is two storey limit and maximum storey height of 3.6m
• Definitions of storey, basement, and cellar are challenging to interpret
• No definition of half-storey

• Revised definitions will better ensure that building height is properly limited
• Controlling overall height better will allow for more flexible internal designs
• Control maximum height of first storey above grade to keep consistent
pattern of prominent entrance features
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Clarify height, storey, and grade

• Existing one storey ~6m height

• Permitted two-storey ~9m height

• Permitted two-storey ~10m height
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Clarify soft landscaping requirements
• Zoning by-law currently has regulations that limit hard landscaping

• Rules are un-intuitive and could be better framed

• No change to driveway standards intended
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Increase side-yard setbacks for larger lots
• R1-C zone lots are larger and tend to be bungalows with ample open space
• Existing standards allow same side-yard setbacks as smaller lots

• Slight increase will still allow for growth and change while maintaining open feeling
of street
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Clarify roof pitch definitions
• By-law provides different ways of measuring height of a house based on the pitch of its roof
• There are no definitions of what constitutes each type of roof

• Defining based on pitch will provide greater clarity and ensure that heights are accurately measured
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Clarify definitions of common features.

• Some definitions are unclear and could benefit from refinement. Examples:
• Porches by definition have a foundation, which is a distinction unrelated to the element of built form the by-law seeks to control
(size and location)
• A walkway is by definition adjacent to a driveway and the by-law has no provisions for walkways that are in side yards or from a
front door to the street not adjacent to a driveway
• Lack of definition of a half-storey
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Recognize and permit diversity of uses on arterial and primary collector roads
• Major streets that currently have a wide mix of uses
• Harmonize permissions of use to be consistent along streets

• Maintain existing built form permissions, subject to other recommended changes
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Potential Zoning By-Law Amendments
• Ensure consistency by consolidating zoning by-laws
• Residential lands that remain under Zoning By-law 1979-50
• Amend to comparable standards of By-law 2010-40

• Harmonize definitions and bring under amendments that were made to
By-law 2010-40
• No change contemplated for open space lands or lands subject to other
applications
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5. EMERGING POLICY DIRECTIONS
Character Areas
• Contemporary Suburban Neighbourhoods
• No changes intended due to being recently-constructed neighbourhoods
• Buildings largely represent maximum permitted building sizes

• Traditional Suburban neighbourhoods
• Revise regulations on lot coverage to better match prevailing built form

• Organic Growth neighbourhoods
• Revise regulations on height and roof types to better match prevailing built form

• Overall changes
• Revise regulations on lot coverage to better match prevailing built form
• Address supportive housing policies
• Clarify height-storey-grade relationship
• Clarify front yard soft landscaping requirements
• Increase side-yard setbacks for larger lots

• Clarify roof pitch definitions
• Clarify definitions of common features
• Recognize and permit diversity of uses on arterial and primary collector roads
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6. NEXT STEPS
Target project timeline
• January 20 – Special Committee of the Whole

• Jan-Feb – Staff prepares specific recommended by-laws based on Committee feedback
• February – Statutory notice of proposed amendments to Council and public
• April 14 – Statutory Public Meeting
• May 25 – Recommendation report to Committee of the Whole

• July 20 – Expiry of Interim Control By-law
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6. NEXT STEPS
Executive summary
• Proposing to amend the Official Plan to revise Residential Areas and Compatibility policies

• Proposing to amend the zoning by-law to:
• Make height and coverage more closely reflect existing neighbourhoods
• Change how we measure height based on types of roofs
• Increase flexibility in interior layout of homes
• Make it easier to understand rules related to front yards and driveways
• Recognize that arterial roads and the primary collectors Eagle Street, Gorham Street,
and Prospect Street have a mix of uses
• Make other required changes during the process of revising residential policies
(supportive housing, ADUs, consolidating by-laws)
• Not final decision point nor final recommendation
• Staff will take direction, draft recommendations, provide public notice, schedule public
meeting, and report back for future Council decision
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6. NEXT STEPS
Committee feedback
• Are we on the right track?

• Do you have specific questions or suggestions?

Next opportunities for Committee input
• In writing, following public notice of proposed amendments
• In person, at statutory public meeting
• Through motion, when recommendation report reaches Committee and Council
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Thank you
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ADDITIONAL CONTEXT
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ADDITIONAL CONTEXT
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ADDITIONAL CONTEXT
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